
To all this may concern;  
I am a very concerned citizen of Oregon and this United States upon which our medical freedoms are 
beginning to be stomped on and control by this government. Medical freedom to choose what we feel is 
best for ourselves and our most precious children has no place in the hands of the government. No one 
has the right to demand vaccinations it is solely the choice of the parents and a household decision what 
we pump in to the bodies of our children ans ourselves for that matter. More and more evidence is 
being brought forth injury after injury is being reported .. the toxicity of these vaccines is hurting our 
children! The chemicals and foreign DNA used to grow these.. HUMAN DNA! Is being put in to the 
bodies of our children!  How is this right? How is this health care? Clean it up! Do studies on long term 
effects..mandate saftey studies before injecting our innocent children!  I followed blindly with my oldest 
child ... and this child recently found there no immunity for certain diseases she was completely 
vaccinated for .. so they dont even work!  I have auto immune disease that I believe stems from vaccines 
as a child. I could possibly have a gene mutation that I will be tested for that can cause the body to not 
release toxins from vaccines therefore putting my children at risk for problems with the same thing. This 
could kill them!  People have chosen freely for years to vaccinate or to not vaccinate.. and that is each 
families God given choice! Excluding non vaccinated children and adults from school or the world place I 
not right ans discriminatory at that! These diseases have never been iraticated from this world .. if you 
travel you have a chance of picking something up ans bringing it back in to the states.. it's not new 
news! So why the panic ?? Because of a measles outbreak?? Measles has never gone away.. 
immunizations compromise the bodies natural immune system infact vaccinated children. Shed the virus 
in any cases so it's not even unvaccinated people who are spreading these diseases!  .. perhaps we 
would have less childhood cancers and less auto immune disorders.. less autism  diagnosed I'd we 
backed off and let our bodies be free of a this crap.  This bill is outrageous . Where does it stop! Are we 
going to be a country like Britain who doesnt even allow a sick child to leave a hospital to get care in 
another country.. taking away the rights of the parents to even try to seek other care refusing to let a 
child leave the hospital and die instead of allowing the parents their right to seek help anywhere they 
choose! Is this liberty? Is this where the United states is heading?? Our medical freedom is being 
compromised and children being punished by holding their educational hostage until parents 
forcibly  conform to this outrageous vaccine schedule ... this is one citizen who will not conform!  I urge 
you not to allow this bill to pass!!! Medical freedoms to not belong in the hands of the government! ! 
 
Concerned citizen of Oregon and this United States.. Jaime J. Preston  
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